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   The Arts and Crafts (“Mission”, or 
“Craftsman”) finish need not be done 
the hard way - using insanely strong 

ammonia 
fuming; in 
fact, if 
you want 
to “pop” 
the 

trademark ray flecks in the traditionally 
used quarter-sawn white oak (QSWO), 
then I would strongly advise against 

fuming, as it actually neutralizes the ray 
fleck pop. 	


   Fuming can also go very wrong; 
tannin is the chemical in the wood that 
the ammonia is reacting to that creates 
that darkened effect. If you used 
different boards in your project - which 
would probably mean from different 
trees, hence, different tannin amounts - 
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 Learn how to build the wall shelf 
featured in this article.
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http://www.finewoodworking.com/PlansAndProjects/PlansAndProjectspdf.aspx?id=29195


First things first.	

   One little caveat - this finishing technique is 
for QSWO only - I make no representations 
on how it would work on other woods.	


   You don’t want to perform this 

technique on your finished piece first! 
Instead, use a scrap piece from the wood you 
used for the project, to see if it is the finish 
you’d like. Once you are comfortable with the 
technique - and it’s results, then you can use 
this technique on your piece.	


!
What products 
you’ll need.	

• I recommend 80, 120 and 180 grits 

sandpaper.	


• TransTint Honey Amber Dye. Used for 

first dye coat.	


• Zinseer SealCoat. Don’t bother making 

you’re own water-downed shellac; use this 
great product. I see MinWax has a similar 
product., but I haven’t tried it.	


• MinWax Early American oil-based stain, 1 

quart. 	


• Zinseer Amber Shellac. Very fast drying, 

and adds a yellowish tinge to the Minwax 
brown. 

!
Sanding.	

   The first order of business is sanding, of 
course. For this method, you only have to 
sand to 180 grit. You might want to consider 
going from 80 to 120 then finally to 180, if 
you are working in the notoriously hard 
QSWO. 	


   Using a damp cloth, wipe down the entire 
piece with water, raising the grain.  No need 
to drown the piece, just make it damp. Knock 
down the raised grain with 180, and dust off. 	


 

ZINSEER SEAL COAT 	

!
SEALCOAT IS 100% WAX-FREE SHELLAC DILUTED 
IN ALCOHOL. IT TRIES VERY QUICKLY. I USE IT 
EVERY TIME I AM WORKING WITH CHERRY, AS IT 
STOPS BLOTCHING. ALSO, GREAT ON ANY END 
GRAIN, TO PREVENT A STAIN FROM SOAKING IN 
TOO MUCH. CAN BE HARD TO FIND.

MINWAX EARLY 
AMERIC AN 	


!
OIL BASED STAIN, ABOUT $7 A QUART. 
BEING A PIGMENT, THIS HELPS POP THE 
RAY FLECKS, BECAUSE THE DON’T ABSORB 
THE PIGMENT NEARLY AS MUCH AS THE 
REST OF THE WOOD GRAIN WILL. 

ZINSEER AMBER 
SHELLAC 	


!
THIS PRODUCT DOES TWO THINGS - IT 
ADDS AN AMBER COLOR TO THE MINWAX’S 
BROWN, GIVING US THAT YELLOW-BROWN 
LOOK WE WANT, AND IS ALSO A NICE TOP 
COAT. IF YOU WISH, YOU CAN ALSO POLY 
OVER IT, WITH NO ISSUES. 

TRANSTINT HONEY 
AMBER DYE 	


!
COMES IN A TWO OUNCE BOTTLE, BUT A 
LITTLE GOES A LONG WAY. BE CAREFUL 
USING; IT WILL STAIN EVERYTHING!



If you have any contrasting wood inlays,  you’ll want to put a 
seal coat of shellac on just those parts, because we are going 
to be using a stain next, and we don’t want those inlaid parts 
to be affected.  Also, if you’ll be staining any end grain on your 
piece, SealCoat that now; doing so will slow the rate of 
absorption of the dye and stain, so that the end grain color 
matches the rest of the board. 	


!
Making up the first dye.	

The first dye is made with TransTint’s Honey Amber, a liquid 
dye.  You can but it at Woodcraft, or Amazon. It’s a bit 
expensive, around $17 for a small bottle, BUT, a little goes a 
long way. Use gloves and protect anything you don’t want to 
be stained when you open this bottle - it’s called “stain” for a 
reason!	


Mixing ratio: about an ounce of dye to a quart of water. If 
you’re doing a small job, or just want to try out the stain, try 
using a small 3 ounce bathroom cup, and about 6-8 drops of 
the dye. Mix well.  I would not use alcohol in place of the 
water; it dries way to fast, and if you’re not careful, you end up 

saturating the color unevenly on the piece.  I use a foam brush 
for this operation, but a clean, dust free cloth would work well 
too. Only apply one coat.	


This dye coat accomplishes two things: it helps bring all the 
differently colored wood into a more even tone, and it gives 
that yellow hue that we are looking for in classic mission 
finish.

Shellac makes a great finish; it’s environmentally friendly, 
quick-drying, easy clean up and you can top coat over it.

Now the stain.	

After the yellow dye stain has dried, give it a light sanding with 
220 to knock down any more raised grain. While doing this, 
you’ll be also taking off some of the dye from the ray flake; 
they are very flat, closed-pore pieces of the wood. This is what 
really helps pop the ray flecks as well. 	


The stain is the Minwax Early American, which is an oil stain. 
Again, you can apply with a foam brush, or bristle brush if you 
prefer. Apply fairly generously, as shown in the photo right. 
Now you have a decision to make - the color of this mission 
finish is a yellowish-brown. If you want the finish to be more 
yellow than brown, wipe off the finish about 30 seconds after 
applying it, with a clean cloth. If you want it more brown then 
yellow, wait about 3 minutes, and wipe off.  Again, it’s a good 
idea to do a trial on a test piece of wood to get a feel for what 
coloring you’re looking for.  At this point, you should see a 
good ray fleck pop - but we’re not done yet! Come back in an 
hour and see if any stain has weeped out of the pores, and 
wipe off. Let dry overnight (seriously).

http://www.woodcraft.com/product/2001718/2458/transtint-dyes-honey-amber.aspx
http://www.amazon.com/TransTint-Dyes-Amber/dp/B0037M6JGW/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1362239655&sr=8-2&keywords=transtint+dye++amber
http://www.woodcraft.com/product/2001718/2458/transtint-dyes-honey-amber.aspx
http://www.amazon.com/TransTint-Dyes-Amber/dp/B0037M6JGW/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1362239655&sr=8-2&keywords=transtint+dye++amber


After the stain has dried overnight, it’s time for 
the next step, an amber shellac coat. This third 
coat of color really gives the finish a look of 
depth and more warmth.	


But before we do that, go ahead and fill in any nail 
holes with the appropriate colored wood putty.	


!
The next step depends on the project - a low 
impact project (such as a display shelf) that you 
don’t need a hard poly top coat on, or one in 
which you do need a hard topcoat on (such as a 
coffee table)	


If you DON’T need a hard top coat of poly:  
Apply a coat of Zinseer Amber Shellac with 
either a foam of bristle brush; make sure to 
spread evenly, as shellac dries quickly.  Also, be 
careful of the viscosity of the shellac - if you have 
a new can, you don’t have to worry, but if this is a 
can half empty, you might want to thin it out a bit 
with denatured alcohol before applying; if you 
don’t, you’ll get brush marks. 	


Just a side note - if you do mess up a shellac finish - 

such as it left a drip somewhere, for example - more shellac will soften it enough to brush it out (though I’ve found you’ve got to 

catch this within a few hours, not days later).	


If you DO NEED a hard top coat of polyurethane, you can’t use the Amber Shellac as in the previous step, because it 

contains wax, and there is a chance the poly coat could come up from it. 	


Instead, make a custom de-waxed honey amber shellac - use four ounces of the Sealcoat product with 12 drops of the 
Transtint Honey Amber, mixed. This will give you that honey-amber shellac, without the problem of wax. 	


Now lightly sand again. You can use 220, but I would use 320 if you can. Dust off the shellac with a clean dry cloth, and/or 
vac off.	


At this point, you’re done. I often wax my pieces with paste wax, because I love the luster and smooth feel it gives. 
However, with a wood like oak, I avoid it because the wax gets into the grooves of the wood grain, and it won’t come out 
with buffing. On a more closed grain wood, like cherry, this is no problem. If you’ve used wood grain filler, you can give the 
wax a try, it should be fine - but once again, I would recommend trying this whole technique on a piece of scrap.	


I hope you experience the great results I have with this recipe!	


!

Finishing up.


